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Education Durham – Medium Term Planning: History KS1 
 

Changes within and beyond living memory 
 

Key Unit Question 
All change? Holidays now and then 

Year group:  2 
Hours: Approx. 6 

What do we intend pupils to know at the end of this unit of work? 
 

Rationale  
This unit extends the chronological range beyond living memory to the Edwardian/ late Victorian era with comparison of a familiar 
experience of holidays and leisure. It builds on the wider chronology developed in other Y2 study units and prepares pupils to think 
about loner blocks of time. This is a theme also picked up in the Durham framework in Y6 when pupils will look at changes to leisure 
over a time. This unit contributes to pupils understanding of primary sources and knowing that there are different ideas about the past/ 
places and events. There may also be an opportunity to develop local historical knowledge and use oral history sources if available. 
 

Developing Historical Knowledge: social and cultural history, 1950s era, Victorian era features of life. Chronological range and 
language of decade and century. 
Explaining/ Analyse second order concepts: change, similarity and difference 
Use of primary sources: photographs, film, accounts of holidays 
Interpretations/ representations of the past: pupils build their own representation of holidays in the past. 
 

Prior knowledge 
Build on every day knowledge of holidays, treats and leisure time.  Links to ideas already shared that life in the past was different in 
some ways to our lives. 
 

Possible misconceptions 
Related to passage of time and key terms. Ordering of time periods. Understanding of actual events in the past 
 

Key vocabulary 
Holiday, Bank holiday, Leisure, Coast, Transport/ travel 
Victorian/ Edwardian, 1950s  
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Lesson questions, suggested activities, resource links and assessment opportunities 
 
What do pupils think makes the perfect holiday? 
Gather pupils’ ideas - places, travel, clothing, food, activities, people, length of time, the huge variety now on offer.  Try and set up 
categories as this will help later on. 
What was a perfect holidays in the past – start with a timeline and count backwards/ roll back the years, pupils look at  dated 
photographs from the past of holidays 1950s  – Blackpool, Horde camp, Whitley Bay, Salt burn and then images from  Victorian 
holiday day trip to coast . What do they notice? (Clothing, activity, food etc.) Add images to a timeline to revise ideas of decades and 
century. 
(See photo archive for use in schools at Historic England seaside section.  
 
What were holidays like in the 1950s?  
Start with the 1950s images once again and check understanding of decade and distance of time. If possible, an interview with an 
older member of the local community about childhood holidays would be very useful here.  
As a class, record some findings about holidays in the 1950s to build up key vocabulary. Simple information sheet may be needed to 
outline the British seaside holiday, camps and UK destinations. Travel was mainly by coach, beach holiday, postcards.  
 
Pupils can write a summary of what they found out about the 1950s holidays. 
 
What did the Victorians do on holiday? 
 
Start with an early photograph of a seaside holiday that includes children fully dressed for bathing, beach or bathing huts etc. what do 
the children notice? Check the date of the photograph with the pupils, is it a primary source? 
 
Teachers will need to explain that this was a picture taken c 100 years ago of real children playing on a beach. Place a copy 
of the photo on the class timeline.  
Using other photographs from the Edwardian/Victorian era, build up a list of the features of holidays in that period. 
These might include trains, bank holidays, seaside games, piers, beach huts, beach clothes and bathing. 
 Use the photographs to support inference skills, record key features of a Victorian holiday.  
 
Write a description of one aspect of a Victorian holiday using the key terms and a date. 
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Holidays – what has changed and stayed the same? 
Go back to the features the pupils said made a perfect holiday – choose three. What has stayed the same? What has changed? ( 
place, transport and clothing are useful) 
A large scale Venn diagram helps this activity - use hoops and pupils can move images and ideas around until they are happy. If 
appropriate pupils can identify one change and one aspect of continuity in holidays in their own words in their books or annotate two 
images to show similarity and difference.  
 
What stands out about holidays from the past? 
Use a scenario approach. Introduce the idea that there is going to be a new museum opening dedicated to the history of holidays in 
the UK. Pupils need to decide which images will be on the poster advertising the new museum. The important part of this activity is the 
sorting and choosing of images to represent the holidays of the past. Provide lots of images of holidays from the past – but explain 
they can only choose four for the poster.  

Pupils could place the 4 chosen images in their books and answer some structured questions –  
What are the photos/images they have chosen telling us about holidays in the past? 
Why have they chosen them? 

Useful links for teachers 

http://www.seasidehistory.co.uk 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/education/educational-images/?tag=holiday 

Some possible primary sources 

All through the 1950s, dad saved up and took us to Mablethorpe, Golden Sands Caravan site (it’s still there). We'd go for a week. I 

loved the caravan because it meant I could sleep in the same space as mum and dad and my sister and not on my own. I would lie 

there in the night and listen to the rain on the caravan lid - I couldn't have been happier. My dad would take me out on the lilo in 

freezing sea, whilst my mum "posed" on the sands, then we'd have fish n chips out of paper, and proper coca-cola out of glass 

bottles. 

We went to Cleethorpes, Bournemouth and Torquay. In the 50s, if you stayed in a Bed and Breakfast you brought your own food 

and the Landlady cooked it for you.  

We saw Ken Dodd and Anita Harris in the Pier Show at Great Yarmouth. 

http://www.seasidehistory.co.uk/
http://www.seasidehistory.co.uk/

